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What is a group interview?
 
A group interview is where a candidate is interviewed amongst other
candidates, usually by a panel consisting of senior employees (or HR
representatives and potential co-workers). This is an opportunity for employers
to compare and contrast candidates, to analyse how candidates manage under
pressure and to see if candidates can stand out from a crowd. You need to
face-off with the competition, but also work with the competition. Candidates
are asked a mixture of group questions and individual questions. This is also an
opportunity for the employer to examine interpersonal and teamwork skills,
thus candidates may be asked to complete a problem-solving task. This task
may end with a presentation or discussion
 

What is a group exercise?
 
A group exercise is usually a component of an assessment centre and is
another way to assess your performance against others and to analyse how
you interact in a group. The group will work together to achieve an objective or
complete a task. This could be a task relevant to tasks and duties attributed to
the prospective role or it could be an ‘arbitrary’ task. Nevertheless, teamwork,
communication, leadership and problem-solving skills will likely be among the
skills being assessed



Remember the names of other candidates 
Praise the ideas of fellow candidates 
Do not be too domineering, allow other candidates to contribute
Listen carefully to other candidate’s responses, to avoid saying very similar
things and think about what hasn’t been said 
Arrive early as this will give you the opportunity to interact with other
candidates before the pressure begins 
Encourage quieter candidates to contribute 
If you are finding it hard to articulate an idea or opinion, ask questions and
make notes to show you are engaged

Our top tips
 
These tips will help you on the way to becoming successful in group
interviews/tasks 

 
 
 Don't forget

 
If you are a quieter individual, you’ll probably find this type of interview quite
difficult. However, remember quality over quantity. There will probably be a few
‘bulldogs’ that bark the loudest, but come across domineering as opposed to
confident. Be yourself. If you are truly passionate about the role and have the
skills and expertise, then this will hopefully show through quality answers. If
you need support in structuring your answers and building confidence in
speaking up, mock interviews are great way to this! Ultimately a group interview
or exercise attempts to simulate regular work scenarios, where effective group
discussion and working with others is essential. Employers are looking for
candidates who can hold their own, whilst staying composed, remaining
articulate and continuing to respect others. These are evidently traits which
would be beneficial within any career.


